GA and AG sequences of DNA react with cisplatin at comparable rates.
The sequence selectivity of the antitumor drug cisplatin (cis-[PtCl(2)(NH(3))(2)] (1)) between the 5'-AG-3' and 5'-GA-3' sites of DNA has been a matter of discussion for more than twenty years. In this work, we compared the reactivity of GA and AG sequences of DNA towards the aquated forms of cisplatin (cis-[PtCl(NH(3))(2)(H(2)O)](+) (2), cis-[Pt(NH(3))(2)(H(2)O)(2)](2+) (3), and cis-[Pt(OH)(NH(3))(2)(H(2)O)](+) (4)) using two sets of experiments. In the first, we investigated a DNA hairpin, whose duplex stem contained a TGAT sequence as the single reactive site, and determined the individual rate constants of platination with 2 and 3 for G and A in acidic solution. The rate constants at 20 degrees C in 0.1M NaClO(4) at pH 4.5+/-0.1 were 0.09(4) M(-1)s(-1) (G) and 0.11(3) M(-1)s(-1) (A) for 2, and 9.6(1) M(-1)s(-1) (G) and 1.7(1) M(-1)s(-1) (A) for 3. These values are similar to those obtained previously for an analogous hairpin that contained a TAGT sequence. The monoadducts formed with 2 by both GA purines are extremely long-lived, partly as a result of the slow hydrolysis of the chloro monoadduct at A, and partly because of the very low chelation rate (1.4 x 10(-5)s(-1) at 20 degrees C) of the aqua monoadduct on the guanine. In the second set of experiments, we incubated pure or enriched samples of 1, 2, 3, or 4 for 18-64 h at 25 degrees C with a 19 base pair (bp) DNA duplex, whose radiolabeled top strand contained one GA and one AG sequence as the only reactive sites. Quantification of the number of GA and AG cross-links afforded a ratio of about two in favor of AG, irrespective of the nature of the leaving ligands. These results disagree with a previous NMR spectroscopy study, and indicate that GA sequences of DNA are substantially more susceptible to attack by cisplatin than previously thought.